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Machinery Safety
Training Courses
Expert training

solutions for machinery and equipment safety,
based on Machine Safety Standard AS4024.1-2006 Safety of machinery.
These very practical training courses are ideal for anyone who needs an
in-depth understanding of machine and equipment safety.

Learn how to interpret and apply the Machine Safety Standard
AS4024.1-2006 Safety of Machinery to your machinery and equipment.
Get an insight into the new Model Work Health and Safety legal
requirements and what you will need to do to make your machinery and
equipment comply with these new requirements.
Our comprehensive courses include:

machineSAFE Introduction (One Day)
A one day course structured for people who need to quickly learn the basic
requirements of the Machine Safety Standard AS4024.1-2006 Safety of
machinery and the new Model Work Health and Safety legislation. Our
trainers will provide you with a basic knowledge of the risk assessment
process, and risk control measures such as mechanical guarding, use of
interlock devices, emergency stops and safety control systems

May 24
May 25
June 15
June 16
July 6
August 17
October 19
October 20

Sydney
Newcastle
Echuca
Wagga Wagga
Melbourne
Warrnambool
Sydney
Wollongong

machineSAFE Advanced (Two Day)
A two day course for people who have previously attended machineSAFE
courses and wish to further enhance their machinery safety knowledge.
This extended course offers more practical design information for
engineers and technical staff to effectively implement their machinery
safety upgrade projects. Our trainers will cover in more detail the important
aspects of mechanical (including pneumatic and hydraulic) and electrical
safety design..

August 9 & 10
November 16 & 17
November 21 & 22
November 24 & 25

Melbourne
Melbourne
Sydney
Brisbane

Your source for Machine Safety training in Australia and New Zealand

Bookings 03 9544 6300 www.machinesafe.com.au
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editorial note
SIA: what’s in it for you?

The news that your SIA has secured an arrangement with
EBSCO to provide access to online bibliographic databases
is perhaps more highly significant than many may realise.
I am continually surprised by the frequency with which
I am confronted by health and safety practitioners who
argue that they can see no real benefits of joining the SIA.
I admit that in the past my arguments may have sounded
a little lame and have been along the lines of “doing the
right thing as a professional”. Perhaps at the heart of
membership is still “doing the right thing”. After all, the
increasing recognition of health and safety as a profession
and the demands of employers and governments that
practitioners are members of a recognised professional
a body and are “suitably qualified” almost necessitate
“doing the right thing”.
Today, however, I would expect the arguments to be
easier to win; we have approaching 4000 members. We
have strong executives exhibiting
leadership in the move towards a
corporate structure that will position
“I am continually surprised
us better for meaningful representation
by the frequency with which
to governments, unions and employers
I am confronted by health
as well as other professional bodies.
and safety practitioners who
We have excellent and successful
conferences and seminars, we have a
argue that they can see no real
resource-rich website, weekly e-news,
benefits of joining the SIA”
a quarterly magazine and a biannual
journal.
The fourth issue of the Journal of Health & Safety
Research & Practice (JHSRP) will shortly be published and is
testimony to the recognition by the SIA of the significance
of an evidence base to the OHS professional. However, the
JHSRP represents just one very small proportion of the peerreviewed evidence base and if this is all that people have
access to they will not get a true picture of the information
that is available nor will they appreciate its value. But
how do we access the plethora of peer reviewed journals
that offer information that supports our multi-disciplinary
profession?
In the old days some of us might have been able to
visit our local university library and read some of the
relevant journals. Some of us may have worked for large

For more member information, visit www.sia.org.au
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organisations that supported an in-house library with
subscriptions to some of the key journals. Some of us
may have taken individual subscriptions to journals but
subscription to just a few is, for most of us, prohibitively
expensive.
In more recent times most of the key journals have
become available online through university libraries and as
we undertook our studies we became familiar with the wide
range of available materials before we then graduated and
lost access to the resource.
Many of us lament the loss having tasted the benefits.
Today, academics are among the privileged few who have
access to the broad range of materials we need to maintain
currency.
Among those protestations of non-members who argue
against the value of membership are the views that they
can get all the current member-benefits without joining the
Institute but, as the argument sometimes goes, if we could
offer access to the on-line databases of journal articles,
then that might be a different matter. Now that the SIA has
secured EBSCO access I feel like going back to those people
and saying, “hey, guess what ...?”
However, the primary motivation for this significant
development is not attraction of members. The prime
motivator was the recognised need to provide members
with access to the rich evidence base that supports their
practice and to assist with the maintenance of currency. No
doubt the attraction of members will be a bonus.
For those of us who graduated before databases such
as EBSCO were available, there is a need to jump on
line and play with it. It is a very powerful search engine
that searches multiple data bases, each of which search
enormous numbers of journals for articles matching our
search criteria.
The search engine that is available through the
members’ area of the SIA website marks a significant
development in the health and safety profession in
Australia and Pam Pryor and others behind the initiative are
to be applauded.

Dr Steve Cowley, FSIA, SIA National Publications, Editor

CEO message

Accrediting OHS education
In the last issue of OHS Professional I referred to “2011 being
a critical year to improve health & safety” and referred to the
welcomed harmonisation of OHS laws, regulations and code of
practice planned to be implemented on 1 January 2012; and the
OHS body of knowledge project that will have a major impact on
course accreditation and professional certification.
In this issue, I want to mention a welcomed further Health
and Safety Professionals Alliance (HaSPA) major initiative, to
establish the Australian OHS Education Accreditation Board
(Accreditation Board) and appoint Pam Pryor as its inaugural
registrar.
As HaSPA is not a legal entity, it was agreed, in conjunction
with the SIA National Board of Management, that the
Accreditation Board would be auspiced by the SIA.
Its structure as created sets out the independence of
the Accreditation Board in setting standards, accreditation
processes and in decision-marking regarding accreditation
and related matters.

The vision, mission and goal of the Australian OHS Education
Accreditation Board are as follows:
Vision: OHS professional education based on strong
scientific and technical concepts, evidenced-informed,
delivered by suitably competent persons and so recognised by
the profession, government, industry and the community.
Mission: To be the recognised body in Australia for approving
and recognising suitable education programs for the purposes
of professional certification.
Goal: For all OHS professional education programs provided
by Australian universities to be formally accredited by the end
of 2012.
All members of HaSPA are to be congratulated on this major
initiative and Pam Pryor’s appointment as Registrar, to improve
health and safety in 2011 and beyond, under the OHS body of
knowledge project.

“All members of
HaSPA are to be
congratulated
on this major
initiative”

Gary Lawson-Smith, Chief Executive Officer, Safety Institute of Australia

Innovative Occupational Hygiene Training
for Developing Safety Professionals.
HAZCON is running a series of internationally recognised occupational hygiene
modules at its purpose built training facility in Melbourne. The courses supported by
the International Occupational Hygiene Association are divided into nine modules of
5 days covering all the key aspects of occupational hygiene:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

W201 Fundamentals of Occupational Hygiene
W501 Measurement of Hazardous Substances
W502 Thermal Environment
W503 Noise - Measurements and Effects
W504 Asbestos and Other Fibres
W505 Control of Hazardous Substances
W506 Ergonomics Essentials
W507 Health Effects of Hazardous Substances
W508 Skin at Work

Supported By

The courses are run by professional, qualified Occupational
Hygienists who are recognised for their expertise in the field.

For more information
Contact HAZCON on 1800 429 266,
email hazcon@hazcon.com.au
or visit www.hazcon.com.au

The Professionals in HSE
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letters
Something got your goat? Send us a letter to editor@sia.org.au {Letters may be edited}

What is “common sense”?
I very much appreciate the responses from Barry Sherriff and
Leo Rushena to my letter published in the November issue of
OHS Professional. This is a necessary debate in my view, as it
seems to be politically incorrect to ever criticise anything to do
with safety. I regret that my article was taken as a personal attack
on Dr Steve Cowley as I have no idea if he would impose OHS
solutions that deserve ridicule. It was not my intention to attack
him, but the view that OHS management is a sacred cow.
I am attempting to present a position where OHS is the
result of common sense created and shared by people within a
workplace or an industry, including workers, managers and other
specialists where required, facilitated by OHS professionals and
not dictated by them as so often is the case in my experience.
According to the Cambridge Dictionary, common sense
means good sense and sound judgement in practical matters
(“the basic level of practical knowledge and judgement that we
all need to help us live in a reasonable and safe way”). Common
sense occurs in a context, that must be specified as what is
common sense in one context, is not common sense in another.
In my view, common sense in a workplace means more or less
the same as the term, “state of knowledge”. It is what a person
responsible for or engaged in an activity ought to know and
do to prevent harm and therefore has the same meaning as,
“reasonably practicable”.
Surely, common sense is not bad decisions made without
adequate information based upon what the “man in the street”
may or may not know.
Common sense therefore, has the same meaning as W.
Edwards Deming’s, “profound knowledge” that always exists in
every workplace. Deming created a revolution by encouraging
ordinary people to become aware of and apply their profound
knowledge, to improve quality and reduce costs. Similarly,
managers, supervisors and workers should have common
sense, resulting from having shared goals and constant dialogue
regarding safety and other matters.
No reasonable panel shop owner needs to have the OHS
Act recited to them to know that isocyanates cause harm as
this has been common knowledge in the industry for many
years. Reluctant adoption of PPE including air-fed respirators by
painters has been greatly enhanced by WorkSafe enforcement,
which is usually the way that common sense is established
within an industry.
In a recent conference in Melbourne, I heard Barry Sherriff say
something to the effect that he did not believe in best practice,
only in good practice. This aligns with my view of common sense:
that best practice is in most cases is an imagined vanity, not
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an objective reality. I have personally created about 100 Good
Practice Guidelines by capturing the collective wisdom of the
industry, including one dated 24 June 2003 about the health
effects of isocyanates.
My real beef is with the risk averse, “nanny state”, where
workers are treated like children as this creates contempt among
the people to whom the risk controls apply and in the worst case,
it so trivialises safety that the real risks go uncontrolled.
My hope is that safety will result from properly enforced good
legislation, led by management in cooperation with the people at
risk, facilitated by professionals to the benefit of all concerned.
Warren Mills, director, CR Management Systems

Standing up for zero harm
In response to the SIA enewsletter article, “Zero harm a
flawed safety concept” (published online 22 February, 2011)
Andrew Douglas is very, very wrong and making some very
damaging statements.
Zero harm is a very much needed culture shift. The failings
that I see are the people that go through life with a total disregard
to their and their fellow worker safety. Never in 30 years have I
heard someone say “I hurt myself following safety guidelines.”
I do have on my phone some workers at a building site here in
Brisbane standing under crane loads, climbing along ledges,
with total disregard for their safety.
Zero harm is still in its infancy, but growing and growing well
we do not need people offering opinions that are wrong. While I
believe I can see the “spirit” of some the comments, I certainly
do not share his viewpoint, neither can understand why an
attempt to remove the foundations of a very good developing
process would be aired so carelessly.
I understand some of Andrew’s comments, but certainly do
not agree with the synopsis that he offered regarding the process
and employers. Society today has a long way to go, to reverse the
damage created by the legal changes and some “shoot from the
hip” reactions, in order to restore the concept of people being
responsible for themselves. Zero harm is a great concept and
goes a long way toward energising people to care for themselves.
Safety needs to be a culture across all cultures, we should all
embrace zero harm philosophy. My motto: Safety – not a rule,
not a regulation but a way of life! This should be taught to our
families from the time they are able to learn.
Rod Kison, Hibernia Pty Ltd

opinion

Problems with safety management
There has been little progress in real terms to safety improvements, risk reduction and mitigation and
injury prevention, says Brambles group OHSE manager David Tregoweth

I

“Call me a cynic,
but I think
many safety
practitioners have
become creative
accountants –
ironically now
working against
what they signed
up to”
David Tregoweth, group
OHSE manager, Brambles

have been involved in safety management now for around
25 years and reflect that I am, in many ways, the sum of my
failures in keeping people as safe as they deserve to be.
Over this time I am sure I have done some good through
a traditional approach to safety, but I have not been nearly as
effective as I might have been, had I come to the conclusion
earlier in my career that safety in organisations has in fact little
to do with safety; it has to do with influencing the underlying
business and dealing with the cause of the issue rather than the
symptoms of the disease.
The symptoms are what are normally described as “safety”
issues. Sometimes they extend further into health and wellbeing, but they are still largely safety. We are skilled at identifying
that there is a problem in safety – too often by looking at an
accident scene, a loss that has occurred, or an injury that we
feel badly about for around 15 minutes. Nevertheless, we can
identify it.
Instead of getting to the root cause, we too often deal with
the superficial. Sometimes we might even get to the “safety”
root cause – the piece of the organisation we have permission
to meddle with – but is that really where the disease is, or is it
somewhere else we dare not tread...
Perhaps I am overstating it, but in my experience these are
our key weapons in our fight against “poor” safety. Weapons
that really have made little difference in our underlying safety
performance – not as measured by injury rates, but through the
only real measure of success: do our people and organisations
really engage, and what do they really think about safety?
The test of this can be heard in pubs and bars across the
country. The people we are hoping to protect just don’t believe.
In many cases the same will also be true of executive meetings
and board gatherings. They might want to believe, but the reality of “safety management” just gets in the way. Too many rules,
too many audits, too much red tape – and too few results. In
many cases we have fatigued our audience and they have either
stopped listening, or they just let us say our piece but carry on
as though our message was never heard.
Lost time injury frequency rates, severity and duration
continue to decline and point to success. But is it success or
creative accounting by those who need to show it is all leading
to a positive outcome? Call me a cynic, but I think many safety
practitioners have become creative accountants – ironically now
working against what they signed up to.

An alternative approach
Over the years I have recruited many safety managers because
of the great knowledge they have around legislation and the
“rules” of safety. On reflection, these were the very people not
needed for these roles – that is unless they also had tremen-

dous passion for people (their customers), for winning and for
the business that they were engaged to work for. Regarding this
last point, assisting the business to succeed is critical, because
without that and a commercially/financially viable ecosystem to
operate in, there is little chance of really succeeding.
I have described this as burning the safety rule-book; as
finding new and creative ways to enable your business – without selling out on the needs of the people we are engaged to
help keep safe. Whatever the focus, knowing who our customer
is (and there are many) and delivering what they really need –
as opposed to what they really want – is crucial.
Maybe those I really needed to recruit were the people
already in the organisation, who really knew how things worked
and what the real business and organisational issues were. They
needed the history, they needed to know where the skeletons
were and they needed real insight into why successive management programs for quality, safety, cultural change (the list goes
on) delivered, or failed to deliver, on their promises.
It is this insight and the ability to see into the organisation –
its issues, barriers and resisters – that makes the difference. It
is the ability to soundly judge when to exploit the right moment,
get involved in the right project or initiative, or just come at a
problem from a different angle that makes the difference. And
in this I am not talking just about safety. I am also talking about
finding these things in everything the business does and using
these as opportunities to propel safety forward, even though
the links can sometimes be hard to see.

Lessons for OHS
I learn new lessons every day and frequently chide myself at
night on how I might have achieved a better result through a
different approach. One lesson that I do learn repeatedly is that
the world is full of inertia and that more often than not, people
do not enjoy change, even if it means that the fruits of their work
are relatively fruitless. Sometimes it is just about paying the
mortgage.
I openly admit that this frustrates me when working with
many other safety practitioners, but I have accepted that occasionally there will be some friction in trying to convince individuals and groups to try a different approach. This used to sadden
me, but now I just press on in the hope that I find like-minded
people in our ranks and more generally in business. The good
news is that I do.
A piece of advice for OHS professionals: be as bold as you
can be and have confidence in your approach. When I say that
safety management just isn’t working, what I mean is that we
don’t make it work. Our own lack of passion and creativity is the
blocker. It is OK to get things wrong. But it’s not OK to not try – or
worse, take the easy road or sell out. People are relying on us.
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While many companies understand that good
management requires senior managers to spend
time with frontline workers, the challenge is to make
productive use of these visits, according to The
Australian National University’s Professor Andrew
Hopkins. Safety is often a focus for senior managers
(or “VIPs”) who are visiting a worksite, but too often safety is understood to
be a matter of “slips, trips and falls”, rather than the major hazards that can
lead to major accidents, said Hopkins in a recent National Research Centre for
Occupational Health and Safety Regulation paper. He examines this issue in
the context of a VIP visit made to the Deepwater Horizon rig by senior managers
from BP and from the rig owner, Transocean, just hours before the explosion.

SIA: simplify draft OHS law regulations
Much of the detailed content in the model Work Health and Safety (WHS) laws
should be moved from the Regulations section to Codes of Practice and other
guidance material, as this would allow organisations to better tailor the laws
to their own workplaces, according to the Safety Institute of Australia (SIA).
In its recent submission to Safe Work Australia (SWA) on the model WHS
laws, the SIA said such a change would “assist accessibility, readability and
enable implementation of the Regulations to be tailored to local risk factors”.
Jon Temby, chair of the SIA National Technical Panel Working Group that put
the submission together, said there had been concern about the model WHS
regulations being too prescriptive.

Safety the biggest risk for oil and
gas operators
In view of the major LNG capital projects planned by oil and gas projects
in Queensland and Western Australia, the most prominent risks in the oil
and gas industry are around safety, according to Deloitte. Safety is always a
challenging issue, and will continue to be so particularly while thousands of
new employees join the industry in the rush to resource major new projects,
said Stephen Reid, the national leader of Deloitte’s oil and gas industry
sector. “Project proponents can’t afford to outsource their safety obligations
along with parts of the project. High safety standards will need to be
maintained throughout the supply chain,” he said.

Rio Tinto cuts injury frequency rate
by 18 per cent
Rio Tinto reduced its all injury frequency rate (AIFR) by 18 per cent in 2010 as a
result of an increased focus on risk management, compliance and continuous
improvement, according to the company’s 2010 annual report. Rio Tinto
measures its progress toward its goal of zero injuries through an AIFR (which
includes data for employees and contractors) per 200,000 hours worked.
At the end of 2010 the AIFR was 0.66, an improvement of 18 per cent over
2009, while Rio Tinto’s lost time injury frequency rate also improved to 0.36
per 200,000 hours worked in 2010. “We use significant potential incident
reporting and remedial action closure measures to promote identification,
investigation, management and sharing of lessons learnt from minor and near
miss events with potentially fatal consequences,” said the report.

SIA Events
Linking safety with shareholder value
Investors are increasingly looking at OHS performance as an indicator of
management quality, according to a leading Australian fund manager. “Quality
of management is something that investors look at, which we think is reflected
in shareholder value,” said Ian Woods, a senior research analyst at AMP
Capital Investors. “By looking at OHS systems, you can get a sense of company
culture, company accountability how effective overall systems are within the
organisation and how well a company can set and deliver on targets.” Woods
added that the link is clearer in industries with major OHS hazards such as the
mining, transport and building sectors.

The death of smoking in the workplace
There is “wind of change” sweeping through workplaces, brought on by the
smoking laws and new attitudes, that is making it more uncomfortable for
employees to light up during working hours, according to a specialist workplace
relations and safety law firm. “Over the years employers have asked me: ‘how
many smoke breaks is an employee allowed?’” said Brad Petley, solicitor
director of Acumen Lawyers. “My answer is simple. Unless there is a general
right to a smoke break set out in an employment contract or workplace policy
(which is highly unlikely) employees who smoke should wait until a prescribed
rest pause or meal break to exercise their habit.”

SIA SA Division Annual Dinner & Awards Night
Friday 27 May 2011, Adelaide Pavilion,
Veale Gardens – Corner South Terrace
and King William Road, Adelaide
The East Gippsland Occupational Health
& Safety Network Seminar
Tuesday 7 Jun 2011, Bairnsdale RSL,
Princes Highway, Bairnsdale
SIA Queensland Safety Conference
Tuesday 21 June - Thursday 23 June 2011, Brisbane
Convention & Exhibition Centre
SIA and RES Managing Risk Breakfast Seminar
Friday 24 Jun 2011, Bovis Lend Lease – 30
The Bond, 30 Hickson Rd, Millers Point
NSW (near Healy Street)
9th SIA OHS Construction Forum
Monday 11 Jul 2011, RMIT University City Campus
Building 10 Level 13 Room 03 (10.13.03)
The 6th Annual Total Safety Culture
Conference 2011
Tuesday 26 Jul 2011- Wed 27 Jul 2011,
Novotel Darling Harbour, Sydney
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news report

The next National OHS Strategy
Craig Donaldson speaks with Dr Peta Miller, director of the national strategy team for Safe Work Australia,
about the upcoming National OHS Strategy and what it means for the OHS profession
What is the National OHS Strategy?

Dr Peta Miller, director of the national
strategy team for Safe Work Australia

“In the stakeholder
workshops we will
explore issues around
safety culture and
leadership as well
as more effective
prevention of exposure
to hazards and
measurement of control”
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The current National OHS Strategy expires in May
2012 and the national strategy team for Safe Work
Australia is charged with developing a draft proposal
for the new 10-year National OHS Strategy as well as
undertaking a third triennial review of the effectiveness of the current OHS strategy.
While the details have yet to be worked out, the
new national strategy will help drive national activity
around work, health and safety prevention activities.
Safe Work Australia members are quite mindful
that a strategy is just a document, and it only ever
achieves things by actually being taken up and implemented in individual workplaces. So the strategy
is merely an influencing and guiding document.
Like the current national strategy, the new strategy will be a guidance template for national action.
It will provide a nationally coordinated and evidenceinformed process for actions to reduce death, injury
and disease in Australia.
It will provide work health and safety professionals with clear guidance about national priorities and
what regulators as well as employee and employer
representatives think the big issues for Australia are
in the next decade.

How is the National OHS Strategy being
developed?
Safe Work Australia members met late in March and
at their workshop agreed on some strategic themes
to explore in the general workshops that will be
occurring throughout Australia. In relation to the
development phase, we undertook and will continue
to undertake on behalf of Safe Work Australia members bilateral conversations and consultations with
selected experts around Australia to give us insights
into particular, particularly to the technical issues.
From May until September we’ll be running 12 invitation-only general stakeholder workshops around
Australia, which are designed to seek the views and
ideas of a wide range of Australian stakeholders.
These will include regulators and those representing
employer and employee organisations, but will also
seeks the views of work, health and safety professionals, academics and community groups that care
for workers when they become injured.
We will be also raising particular issues that
members believe are focus areas. For example, in

the stakeholder workshops we will explore issues
around safety culture and leadership as well as
more effective prevention of exposure to hazards
and measurement of control. That’s just some of the
issues the members have asked us to explore.
This consultation process is quite extensive and
after each workshop we’ll be producing an outcomes
booklet which will be made publicly available, so
that as can see the outcomes of the workshops.

When will the strategy be ready?
Behind the scenes, Safe Work Australia members
recently decided to establish a temporary advisory
group to guide the design and development of the
new national strategy as well as the evaluation
framework which will underpin it. This will be chaired
by Tom Phillips, the Chair of Safe Work Australia, and
will have extremely senior tripartite representation.
This group will take in the views from stakeholders and design a draft national strategy. The first
draft will go to members later this year and then
we will place the approved draft national strategy
on the website and seek public consultation and
comments. We’d be particularly interested in work,
health and safety professionals looking at that document and providing feedback.
We will then refine the document further based
on guidance from Safe Work Australia members and
the public consultation inputs with the objective of
it being ready for endorsement to come into effect
on 1 July 2012. So it’s quite an ambitious project but
members are very committed to ensure that that occurs during that timeframe.

THE CURRENT STRATEGY
The current National OHS Strategy 2002-2012
provides the basis for achieving the vision of
Australian workplaces free from death, injury and
disease. It sets very clear goals for work health and
safety and is a key initiative to improve Australia’s
work health and safety performance, and has set
the following targets: to reduce the incidence of
work-related deaths by at least 20 per cent by 30
June 2012; and to reduce the incidence of workplace
injury by at least 40 per cent by 30 June 2012.
Source: Safe Work Australia
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A lifetime of safety
Craig Donaldson speaks with Glynn Williams, Safe Work Australia award winner,
about his greatest professional achievements, challenges and goals

A

t 75 years of age, Glynn Williams has had
a long and unwavering commitment to the
OHS profession. With a motto of “safety
as a way of life”, Williams has been a
practitioner in the field of safety and risk management for more than 30 years.
In recognition of this, he was awarded the Best
Individual Contribution to Workplace Health and
Safety at the 5th Annual Safe Work Australia Awards.

Professional achievements
Williams has held a wide variety of roles in his
professional career. He first got into OHS in around
1975, when he was recruited by John Lysaght upon
the opening of their Western Port Steelworks in the
UK. After about four years as a production manager,
his boss asked him to take a “tour of duty” around
other departments in the facility – the first stop being (reluctantly at the time) the HR department.
Shortly after there was a “very nasty accident”
and the safety officer “went to bloody pieces”, Williams recalls. “So they asked me to step in. To give
you a bit of background, I was a police officer and I
knew how to deal with situations like that. So after
that they asked me if I would like to take the job of

safety and security superintendent on permanently
– and that’s how I got into occupational health and
safety,” he says.
Williams conceived of his motto, “safety as a way
of life,” following an accident which involved another production manager colleague at John Lysaght.
“He was mowing his lawn with a rotary lawnmower
in bloody thongs and lost a toe,” he recalls. “So
that’s when I developed the concept of ‘safety as a
way of life’. By that I mean we don’t just concentrate
on safety within the workplace, but we also look at
safety as far as our leisure pursuits are concerned –
while we’re on the road or while we’re in our home.
And I’ve followed that since 1976; it’s just a thing
that I believe in, that’s all.”
Williams was recruited by Jardine Lloyd Thompson in 1985 to manage the OHS component of the
South Australia (SA) Local Government Association Workers Compensation Scheme. With the
introduction of the SA Workers Rehabilitation and
Compensation Act 1986, Williams was instrumental
in developing and managing programs to ensure the
self-insurance status was maintained, and subsequently took on risk/OHS consulting roles for the
organisation in both the public and private sectors.

“We don’t
blame people
if they have
accidents, but
we instead put
it down to the
fact that we’ve
had a failure in
the system”

Glynn Williams speaking at the 5th Annual Safe Work Australia Awards
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Southern Cross Care
In 2004 Williams joined Southern Cross Care, one of
the largest providers of aged care services to Australia’s aged and elderly. The board asked Williams
to identify the 26 major risks to the organisation. He
subsequently did, rated them and then shared the
results with the board and senior management and
put a structure in place to deal with the risks.
“When I went there they had safe operating
procedures and safe working practices, but I said ‘no,
we have standard operating procedures and standard
working practices.’ If you follow these properly they’re
going to be intrinsically safe anyway,” he recalls.
Williams also identified a culture of blame in
the organisation, so he focused on the design,
environment and behaviours of the, refined existing processes and introduced strategies aimed at
improving the organisation’s OHS management.
With a strong focus on inclusion, he promoted
the involvement of stakeholders and also invited
unions to participate in quarterly forums to speak on
relevant topics.
“I have always tried to impress upon people
the importance of a blame free culture, and I’ve
succeeded in doing that with Southern Cross Care,”
Williams says. “We don’t blame people if they have
accidents, but we instead put it down to the fact that
we’ve had a failure in the system. That’s worked very
well.”
Williams acknowledges that he was supported
by “the best CEO that I have ever worked for” at the
organisation. “He had a total commitment to OHS,
so I managed to get occupational health and safety
totally integrated into the whole organisation.”

Sharing the wealth
Williams recently retired from Southern Cross Care
and is contemplating his next step. One goal yet to
be accomplished is writing a book. As far as OHS
is concerned, Williams is a big believer in sharing
as much as possible. “People are going to have to
forget about intellectual property and forget keeping
it to themselves when it comes to safety,” he says.
“There’s a body of knowledge around this so let’s
share this. So with all these years of experience, I’d
like to get into a position where I can share this and
what we’ve developed, because there are no secrets
in safety,” he says.

Q&A
Zero harm: help or hindrance?
“Zero harm is an admirable goal; however,
we need to move past the rhetoric and strive
to make sustainable improvements across
all areas of business activity”
RUSSEL SKILLETER,

Director/senior executive consultant,
LCMS Australia/Safetysystems.biz
Q: A lot of organisations today talk of zero harm and
safety above all else. In your experience, do you
think that senior management might sometimes
compromise this when it comes to protecting the
bottom line?
A: The QLD Workplace Health and Safety Board
states “that industry leaders play a vital role in
achieving a systemic shift in workplace health and
safety culture. The involvement and commitment
of industry leaders not only means good business,

good performance and effective risk management
for the organisation, but also means a safer and
healthier environment for all …”
There is no doubt in my mind that compromises
do occur. However, I am confident that this does not
necessarily occur deliberately to protect the bottom
line; rather, through an ignorance (learned or
otherwise) and a lack of consequences of decisions,
and the failure of OHS and risk practitioners to
clearly identify the potential impacts.
OHS professionals must change the method and
language they adopt to inform leadership regarding
risk issues. There remains too much focus on the
emotive side of the equation without appropriate
recognition of business issues. Objective data

and supporting risk information is an essential
component to ensure success in achieving
this vision.
In my corporate governance work with
boards and executive management I am constantly
confronted with a desire for more objective
information and facts – tell us what needs to
be done and identify the consequences of our
decision?
Zero harm is an admirable goal; however,
we need to move past the rhetoric and strive
to make sustainable improvements across all
areas of business activity. Safety must be embedded
in the basic values of the organisation to minimise
the potential for compromise.

“Although it is fashionable to speak
of zero harm the phrase itself is both
meaningless and unhelpful”
ANDREW DOUGLAS,

Principal, Macpherson + Kelley Lawyers
Q: A lot of organisations today talk of zero harm and
safety above all else. In your experience, do you
think that senior management might sometimes
compromise this when it comes to protecting the
bottom line?
A: Many executives and senior OHS managers have
adopted the mantra and concept of zero harm
because it creates a rule that people must not be
injured, therefore reducing workers’ compensation
claims and eliminating the risk of liability for
managers and officers of organisations.
However, the actual effects of the “zero harm”
concept are quite different because it: reduces

reporting to management of injuries; is not believed
by employees and is seen as a ruse by management
to avoid liability and accountability; and ultimately
leads to a mirage of safety, that is, the appearance of
safety principles being met when in fact they are not.
Inevitably, business will pursue business ends.
Safety is commonly not seen as a priority but a
“bolt-on” compliance responsibility to a business.
Strangely, the way to create a safe environment is
cheaper than adopting fashionable mantras such as
zero harm. It is about the organisation as a whole
believing that employees should be safe, educating
people to be safe and implementing safe methods
of control. Once people know how to act safely, and
are authorised and encouraged to act safely, you will
get a safe working environment. More importantly,
the employees will embrace it and therefore the

workplace will be safe.
The zero harm concept is sought to be driven
down to provide safety and security for the owners
of business. It is done at their peril. Business
must make OHS core business, working with its
employees to get a collective belief in safety, and
providing the education and resources to identify
hazards, assess risks and institute appropriate
controls. Only then will Australian business be safe.
Although it is fashionable to speak of zero harm the
phrase itself is both meaningless and unhelpful. A
safe workplace occurs only where employees believe
in safety, understand what is unsafe and know how
to implement safety controls. Even OHS legislation
recognises that zero harm is unlikely, if not
impossible, by providing the defence of “reasonable
practicability” for employers.
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Mining
safety:
mind the
gaps

S

ome years ago, The Australian National University’s
professor Andrew Hopkins was asked by the CEO
of a mining company to examine how good safety
practices were at his mines. “He said to me that I could
stop work underground if I wanted to talk to the guys,” Hopkins
recalls.
“So in one of the mines I actually said: ‘I want you to stop
work. I want the whole operation to come to a standstill and
I want to talk to you guys at the mine face.’” This action was
much resented by the miners, according to Hopkins, because
their bonuses were on the line. It also drew the ire of the mine
manager, who told Hopkins when he got back to the mine’s
surface: “Do you realise that that stoppage that you have ordered
cost us about $20,000 in production?”
“Now, what was astonishing to me was that, here I was, a
representative of the CEO, and this [mine manager] was willing to
make this point to me about how unwilling he was to stop work in
this kind of way.”
More than anything else, this demonstrated to Hopkins
the pressure to continue operations and how the production
imperative took precedent over almost everything else. He recalls
a sociologist called Harold Garfinkel, who said the best way to
understand implicit social order is to experimentally violate it and
see what happens.
“In fact, that’s what I had done. I had conducted an
experiment violating the implicit social order and what it
demonstrated to me was, the power of that production pressure
operating in that environment is just so overwhelming. This is
something that we need to understand,” says Hopkins.
“We’ve got to find ways to curb this pressure – that’s the real
challenge for health and safety professionals. It’s not the case
that production pressures inevitably lead to accidents, but they
will if they’re not curbed. You have to find ways to curb them.”
Hopkins believes OHS professionals know a great deal about
the technical aspects of health and safety, but they need to
combine forces with organisational sociology to understand why
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While mining is sustaining
Australia’s economy, experts
acknowledge that the production
over safety debate still rages. Craig
Donaldson explores this issue and
looks at how mining companies can
develop real cultures of safety

coverstory

“Here I was, a
representative of
the CEO, and this
[mine manager] was
willing to make this
point to me about
how unwilling he
was to stop work in
this kind of way”
Andrew Hopkins,
professor of sociology,
The Australian
National University
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Common OHS gaps
organisations such as mining companies behave the way they
do, as well as take part in the process of organisational redesign
to give safety a high priority.

Does mining pay lip service to safety?
Australia’s mining sector experienced a massive growth in wages
for unskilled workers, skilled tradesmen and OHS managers.
The wage growth reflects the isolation of many mining sites,
the climatic extremes and Australia’s shortage of skilled labour
and technically qualified, expert OHS practitioners, according to
Andrew Douglas, principal, Macpherson + Kelley Lawyers.
While there is no doubt that the large miners treat safety
seriously and act accordingly, he believes this is not the case
across all the industry.
Further, as a result of the scarcity of skilled labour, Douglas
says there is substantial use of contractors and casuals who do
not have the same dedication to safety as the miners. “As a result
there is a two-tiered approach to safety which compromises
safety at many mining sites,” he says.
The problem in mining (and in all sectors) is that the OHS
profession has a large number of technically expert OHS
professionals, but very few OHS professionals who have high
leadership and change management skills necessary to alter the
culture that exists in heavy industry. “Mining and manufacturing
are two examples of industry where the culture of safety is
often rigorously enforced but behaviourally not core business,”
he says.
“The wages paid to many OHS practitioners working in remote
mining areas is often disproportionate to the leadership and
change management skills required in those sites.” However,
Douglas notes that the remoteness, the isolation from family and
the extreme climatic conditions has meant it is hard to attract
skilled OHS practitioners with senior leadership and change
management skills to such remote places.
David Cliff, professor of OHS in mining and director of
The Minerals Industry Safety and Health Centre, agrees that one
of the major problems facing the mining industry is the skills
shortage.
“There are not enough workers at all levels and people are
changing jobs frequently. This places OHS systems under great
strain to ensure that people are properly trained and that there
is sufficient expertise at mine sites to adequately manage OHS,
particularly when dealing with major hazards,” he says.
The mining industry does invest in safety research and does
share its safety information, and Cliff says the Earth Moving
Equipment Safety Round Table (EMESRT) is an example of
companies working to gather to improve equipment design.
“This does not mean that there are not poor performers
and some companies with poor OHS culture, but from my 22
years working in OHS in the mining industry generally there is
a real commitment at all levels to improve OHS. The failings
to manage OHS in the mining industry are all too obvious
but the improvements and successes are seldom reported or
recognised,” he notes.
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“Mining and
manufacturing
are two examples
of industry where
the culture of
safety is often
rigorously
enforced but
behaviourally not
core business”
Andrew Douglas,
Principal, Macpherson +
Kelley Lawyers

The findings of investigations into fatal and serious incidents in
NSW mines have shown that the underlying causes are deficiencies
in the OHS management systems of the mining company,
according to Rob Regan, director of mine safety operations and
chief inspector at Industry & Investment NSW.
“These deficiencies, or organisational failures, are most evident
in risk management,” he says. “While it can be said that the mining
industry probably does more risk assessments than any other
industry, and that in general that approach has contributed to
improved safety, the quality of such risk assessments is still not at
a generally satisfactory standard.”
As catastrophic incidents have declined in mining in Australia,
so too has the identification and assessment of hazards and
risks that can lead to such events, according to Regan – a former
mine general manager at BHP Billiton. There is a trend to identify
individual person safety risks, such as slips, trips and falls, with
the high consequence/low probability risks apparently being
discounted or not identified, he adds. “The hard won lack of
exposure of individuals in industry today to such catastrophic
events inevitably leads to reduced risk consideration and lack of
knowledge of such events,” he says.
Reviews of many risk assessments related to fatal and serious
incidents in the mining industry have shown a reliance on
procedural controls (soft barriers) over engineered risk controls
(hard barriers), says Regan.
There is a trend to identify yet another written procedure (that
has similar risk assessment as its basis) as the risk control, rather
than eliminate or mitigate the risk through the application of the
hierarchy of risk controls. “In most of these risk assessments the
major risk has not been considered, or when it has, it has been
determined as low risk due to no one identifying it as a potential
risk as ‘there hasn’t been such an incident for years’,” he says.
“The mining industry does not have to look very far to see the

IMPROVING OHS CULTURES
The NSW mining industry can improve its health and safety management systems and,
in particular, risk management process, according to Rob Regan, director of mine safety
operations and chief inspector at Industry & Investment NSW.
OHS management systems can be improved through increased attention to monitoring,
review and audit, and he says management of OHS risk has to include managing all
organisational factors from the top down to ensure that the correct safety compliance culture
flows from the board room to the “coal face” and is entrenched at every point in between.
He says the tripartite NSW Mine Safety Advisory Council (MSAC) that advises the NSW
Minister for Resources and Energy is directing an OHS culture change project to establish
the current OHS culture of the industry and develop self-assessment tools to enable mines
to assess their own OHS culture and performance on key elements of an OHS management
system that will identify areas for improvement.
MSAC commissioned the culture change project, and nine pilot mine sites in NSW have
been selected to participate. “The project is envisioned to deliver a self-sustaining method
for achieving and monitoring continuous improvement in OHS culture and practice to the
NSW mining and extractives industries,” says Regan.

Training with Impact –
DNV Academy
“The quick-fix big changes have
happened; we are now in phases
of complex activities causing
incremental change. This does not
deliver the big benefits quickly”
David Cliff, professor of OHS in mining and director,
The Minerals Industry Safety and Health Centre

result of catastrophic risk, for example; 29 fatalities at New Zealand’s
Pike River and the United States Upper Big Branch coal mine where 29
men died.”

Rising to the challenge
The major OHS challenge in the mining industry is to ensure that
official policy is implemented in such a way that it cannot be viewed
by the workforce cynically and seen as a paper exercise, according to
Cliff. “The production over safety debate still rages and I have seen
examples of this, usually unintentional examples. There is still a focus
on hardware solutions to problems and we face the challenge of
recognising the role of human factors in OHS,” he says.
Occupational health also lags behind occupational safety in Cliff’s
view, partially because the outcomes of poor occupational health are
often not visible in the workplace and the link between cause and effect
is often not clear, and Cliff adds that the influence of non-work factors,
such as diet, exercise and sleep on the workplace is complex and a
mining company has limited ability to influence these so that safety
performance improves.
He acknowledges that the challenge in the mining industry is to
maintain the momentum and interest in improving safety performance
in the face of pressure to produce. “Funding and resources are required
now to deal with the difficult and multiple issues causing our injuries,
illnesses and fatalities. The quick-fix big changes have happened; we
are now in phases of complex activities causing incremental change.
This does not deliver the big benefits quickly,” he says.

Knowledge you can use
It is essential that those involved in maintaining and
managing the management system understand the real
needs of the business and respective challenges.
Unfortunately, there are plenty of examples of wasted
efforts and resources by individuals who are not properly
trained. An effective management system enables your
company to be more productive, efficient and cost effective
without comprising promises to customers and
stakeholders.
DNV Academy is a global leader in training, assessment
and implementation services. Everyday we share
knowledge, best practices, applied management and skills
with our customers around the world. Our trainers are the
finest in their respective fields providing understanding
and applying knowledge to your quality needs.

Call now for availability! +61 2 9922 1966

THe ImPORTaNCe OF
COmmUNICaTION
In keeping with most other human activities, michael Roche,
chief executive of the Queensland Resources Council, says
effective communication holds the key to winning the best
outcomes when it comes to OHS in mining. “Prescriptive
measures play a role in health and safety regimes but the
safety improvements in Queensland’s mines over recent years
are a product of a mindset change that starts at the top and
permeates the workplace,” he says.
“Regulations will never stop people making poor choices,
either at work or at home. a culture that instills safety as a core
value and actively encourages risk assessment and reporting
has shown consistently to make the greatest strides towards the
industry’s shared goal of zero-harm.”

Upcoming Courses
DNV Academy - 2011 Training Courses
For courses, dates & locations
www.dnv.com.au/services/training/ or call +61 2 9922 1966

JUNE SPECIAL
Book an inhouse course between now and December 2011
and receive 10% off.
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Phasing in a
culture of safety
Neptune Marine Services took a carefully measured
but very successful approach to reducing its LTIFR
while undergoing a rapid international expansion

N

eptune Marine Services is emerging as a leading
provider of engineered solutions to the oil and
gas, marine and renewable energy industries.
Headquartered in Perth, the company’s presence
spans operational centres located in Australia, the UK, USA,
Asia and the Middle East.
In early 2007, the company consisted of three locally
acquired businesses with a combined Lost Time Injury
Frequency Rate (LTIFR) of more than 20. Fast forward to 2011
and Neptune now consists of 11 businesses acquired across
Australia, Asia (Singapore) the UK (Aberdeen) and USA (Texas),
with a combined Lost Time Injury Frequency Rate of 1.4.

The realisation
So how does a multinational business operating in the
inherently dangerous environment of the offshore energy
industry successfully effect such a dramatic change, in such
a short space of time, against the backdrop of accelerated
international expansion?
“Early analysis of the business’ safety performance in
2007 returned a particularly underwhelming result – a LTIFR of
more than 20 per 1,000,000 hours worked,” says Adam Mroz,
Neptune’s group HSEQ manager. “The main contributing factor
to this result was the fact that Neptune effectively inherited
the safety and reporting cultures of its acquired businesses,
cultures that were not sufficiently systematic in their approach
to managing OHS.”
As an ASX listed company contracting to the international
offshore oil and gas sector, Mroz says Neptune realised it
required a substantial improvement in its safety performance, a
standardised approach to safety management and a significant
shift in its safety culture – “and it needed it fast”.
The company needed to develop and implement an
integrated health, safety, environment and quality (HSEQ)
management system that traversed the operational and
statutory requirements of 11 diverse businesses, located across
four geographic regions.
Concurrently, the system needed to ensure there were
measurable improvements to individual and collective
OHS performance that matched and maintained industry
standards, while also setting the foundation for the continuous
improvement of Neptune’s overall safety culture and
performance.
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“For as we
all know, the
bucks will take
care of themselves if we
work safely”
Adam Mroz, group
HSEQ manager,
Neptune Marine
Services

A phased approach
Following an intense program of investigation and consultation,
Neptune developed NepSafe, a bespoke HSEQ management
system aligned to the requirements of AS 4801/OHSAS 18001,
ISO 9001 and ISO 14001.
In order to prioritise the company’s emerging needs, a
phased implementation was adopted comprising multiple
phases.
The first, phase 1A, focused on incident and hazard
reporting. “This first phase was born out of the mindset that
if you don’t know about it and cannot measure it, you cannot
manage it,” Mroz says. “A key outcome of this phase was
the development and company-wide implementation of the
NepSafe Hazard Observation Report Card – known as the ‘blue
card’, that takes 60 seconds to complete.”
The next phase (1B) focused on regulatory compliance
and risk management of low frequency/high consequence
incidents. This phase comprised site-based inspections and
compliance audits as well as consultation with all parts of
the workforce, in each business, to ensure: management
understood all the grass-roots issues; that the workforce
understood the resourcing challenges; and that everyone had
an opportunity to develop improvements.
“The outcome of this phase was the development and
implementation of targeted programs that ensured appropriate
risk management of potential major incident events associated
with the likes of fire, electricity, hazardous substances and high
risk work,” Mroz says.
The next phase (2A) centered on bespoke NepSafe manager

industry

NEPTUNE MARINE SERVICES
Neptune grew from one commercial diving business
in 2006 to a group of 11 diverse businesses providing
engineering, inspection, maintenance and repair
services to the offshore oil and gas industry in 2010.
During this time the workforce grew from only a
handful to more than 600. Many of these businesses
did not have a systematic approach to managing OHS
but relied on the knowledge and professionalism of
their managers and staff.
The centralised tracking of Neptune’s safety
performance started in 2007, and the results were not
impressive (LTIFR was more than 20). With an initial
focus on reducing low frequency/high consequence
incidents, the LTIFR dropped to 18 in 2008.
In 2009 the LTIFR had reduced to 6 after a
concerted effort to reduce high frequency/low
consequence incidents, and in 2010 the LTIFR had
dropped again to 3.5 with a focus on workforce
behaviours and improved safety culture. The journey
continues with the current LTIFR below 2.

and supervisor training. HSE training courses developed
exclusively for supervisors and managers were rolled out across
the business. The courses are aligned with the principles of
the Australian Quality Training Framework and are tailored to
specifically address Neptune’s diverse operational activities to
ensure relevance to the workforce.
The next phase (2B) focused on risk management of high
frequency/low consequence incidents (based on data from
incident reporting and blue cards). “Direct input from our people
at the ‘coalface’ ensured the broader workforce was empowered
to identify problems and opportunities for improvement and also
take ownership of the solutions,” Mroz says.
“Out of this phase was born the philosophy that ‘No job is
worth an injury’ whereby our workforce knows they have the
support of management should they decide that they need to
stop a job in order to make it safe.”
The next phase (3) was about safety culture development,
which Mroz says is “an ongoing and constantly evolving process
underpinned by the “No job is worth an injury” philosophy.
“At Neptune all of our people understand that nobody needs
to hurt themselves in order that the business can make a buck.
For as we all know, the bucks will take care of themselves if we
work safely,” Adam said.
Mroz says the “easy bit has been done” over the past four
years, but believes it will be harder as the company strives for
zero injuries. “Building on the can do attitude that lies at the
heart of all of our original businesses, we are actively moulding
and fostering a culture that believes we can do it safely,”
he says.

Professional Drug Testing Cups
Innovative drug screen cup design eliminates urine
handling and donor tampering, providing a unique
and efficient approach for on-site drug screening.

Split Specimen Cup
- Split-specimen collection
- No urine handling - ready for GC/MS
- Screw cap with audible lock
- Screens for 6 drugs and 6 adulterants
- Built-in temperature strip
- Easy to photocopy results
- Results in around 2 minutes

This product is compliant
with AS4308:2008 cut-off
levels. NATA Compliance
Certificate available on
LaneWorkSafe Pty Ltd | ACN 113 839 713 | PO Box 266 Westgate NSW 2048
request.
T 1800 429 219 F 02 9559 1559 www.laneworksafe.com.au
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hazard prevention

Stopping
slips, trips
and falls
Slips, trips and falls comprise some
of the most common workplace
hazardous events. Craig Donaldson
looks at what OHS professionals can
do to reduce such hazards and
subsequent incidents in the workplace

Martin says that behind slips, trips and falls are many
factors, only some of which a company has control over. Floor
surface factors, for example, include the coefficient of friction
value of the floor versus the sole/heel of the shoe, the presence
of foreign substances (such as water, oil, dust, food deposits or
other liquids) and the condition of the floor due to wear, damage, changes in gradient as well as changes in slip resistance.
John McNeil, general manager of Safemate, which manufactures and supplies a wide range of antislip systems, says
the most common hazard is basic housekeeping. “This is the
number one issue, and if this is kept up to scratch it will eliminate 80 per cent of your slips, trips and falls hazards,” he says.
“Get someone from outside the company that has a different
view to identify your hazards. It’s good to have a third party, like
ATTAR or WorkCover, walk through your workplace because they
will notice things that you might not otherwise pay attention to
on a daily basis. So get them to do an assessment for you – a
lot of people will do this free of charge.”

What can be done

A

ccidents from slips, trips and falls account for 19
per cent of all workplace injuries – second only to
manual handling related accidents, according to
research from WorkSafe Victoria. Furthermore, the
Monash University Accident Research Centre has found that 51
per cent of hospitalisation cases can be attributed to slips trips,
stumbles and falls on the same level, while injury deaths from
slips trips and falls across the entire population are the highest
of any other group – including transport related deaths.
It is clear that slips, trips and falls are cause for concern for
any OHS professional. However, most companies pay lip service
to their OHS responsibilities as far as slips, trips and falls go,
according to Gary Martin, founder and technical director of
ATTAR, a NATA accredited testing laboratory for slip resistance
testing. “Why do I say that? Very few companies have their
floors tested and even fewer have them regularly monitored.
The BCA [Building Code of Australia] indicates floor surfaces
should be slip resistant or non-slip, but fails to define
these terms.”
If companies are interested in compliance Martin says they can
look up Standards Australia Handbook 197 and determine what
level of slip resistance is appropriate for their application, and
then select appropriate floor surfacing material and monitor its
performance as it wears or is cleaned, by regularly testing.

Common hazards
In kitchens, liquid spills such as water, oil or detergent are
the main cause of slips and falls, according to Jérémy Daunay,
owner of TIGER-GRIP, which provides non-slip overshoes as well
as safety cap overshoes. On slippery floors, if the adequate
footwear is worn, business can dramatically reduce the risk of
injuries, he says.
All industries face very different causes of hazards and pitfalls, liquids spills in kitchens, wet tiles in the cleaning industry
and in the roofing industry, slips in showers in the aged care,
home care and healthcare industries, says Daunay.
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Daunay says safety guidelines are usually a good checklist to
start with, while training staff regularly in OHS matters is also
very important.
“Different anti-slip floorings are used to prevent injuries but
fitting to anti-slip flooring standards does not stop slips and
falls occurring on a daily basis. Floor grip is poor and still depends on the employees’ shoes,” he says. “The irregular floors’
surface also prevents hygienic and effective maintenance. Each
industry – I would even say each workplace – needs specific
recommendations to avoid slips, trips and falls. Every company’s working environments are different and therefore safety
measures have to be adapted to perfectly address hazards and
pitfalls.”
Martin recommends fostering a culture of immediately
cleaning up any spills and eliminating trip hazards as well as
regular cleaning, ensure attentiveness in relation to workplace
risks (for example, not walking while talking on mobile phones
or introducing deliberately distracting signage).
Carrying out regular slip resistance testing to monitor the
floor surface and any changes caused by wear or cleaning
regime variations is also important, he adds.

Advice for OHS professionals
McNeil believes that safety professionals can become complacent about such hazards as they are often working in the same
environment every day. “That’s why it can be helpful to get a
third party in to have a fresh look at things,” he says.
“In an office the OHS professional might not get down to the
manufacturing site on a daily basis, but if they do it once a week
they will pick up hazards they might otherwise miss. Similarly,
if you get someone from the manufacturing site to walk through
the office they might pick up on something like a hole in the
carpet that’s come about through everyday wear and tear. So
those sorts of things can be picked up by an outside person.”
OHS professionals should ensure floor surfaces with appropriate slip resistance ratings are used in all areas, says Martin.
“If floors are already in existence but slippery then have them

SLIPS,
TRIPS AND
FALLS ADVICE
Companies have an
obligation to provide a safe
environment; they are taking
a huge risk if they do not
comply with safety laws.
Some common hazards
and pitfalls for companies
are cost-based, so safety can
be overlooked when there is
not enough thought and time
put into decisions before
events occur.
Preventative measures
should be put in place by
having an OHS officer who
is fully aware and up-todate with any changes to
OHS, while ongoing training
and safety checks must be
carried out.
Make people aware of
products on the market,
specifically designed to
prevent accidents of slips
trips and falls, and discuss
with colleagues how they
must research and sort
out any new products and
ensure the public know
about them.
Source: Denise Pearson,
www.ladderlock.com.au

hazard prevention

“Very few
companies have
their floors
tested and even
fewer have
them regularly
monitored”
Gary Martin, founder
and technical director,
ATTAR

modified to meet the slip resistance requirements,” he says.
He also recommends ensuring regular testing (either quarterly or six-monthly) is carried out by a NATA accredited test
authority, independent of any cleaners used. “Ensure that an
acceptable level of slip resistance is maintained by cleaners and
if variation is observed rectify it immediately,” says Martin, who
also says not to rely on surface roughness meter readings to assess slip resistance as these are unreliable depending upon the
morphology of the surface.
Daunay says OHS training is much more efficient if employees are involved in the assessment of risks and the elaboration
of solutions. “We have had the example of a company trialing
our non-slip overshoes for months in different branches. A few
months later the same company decided to equip their employees after one of them got seriously injured. I would advise not
to wait for an accident to occur and to act as soon as possible to
address slips and falls issues.”
Finally, Daunay recommends looking for innovative solutions
and to trial new products. “In the fast-food industry in general
and in kitchens in particular, slips and falls on slippery surfaces
cause around 40 per cent of accidents and compensation
claims. There is a real need for assessments and actions to fight
this flail in the workplace,” he says.

This Australian designed and made
product is a unique design now being
sought out by the trade industry.
Designed by a commercial tradesman who
for many years has worked with ladders
and knows only too well the pitfalls of
working at heights without a secure fixing,
this product will safely hold a ladder in
place, providing a safe work environment
for tradesmen which complies with
Australian Standards.
In an era plagued by issues of safety and
public liability, you cannot afford not to
protect yourself and your employees from
the dangers of unsafe ladder usage.”
4 Lothian Street, North Melbourne, 3051
Tel:
03 9328 8199
Fax: 03 9326 5292
Email: denise@ladderlock.com.au

www.ladderlock.com.au
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OHS law

Contractor
safety: the
state of play
Understanding
OHS obligations
to contractors
requires a
sophisticated
approach rather
than applying a
one-size-fits-all
solution, writes
Sue Bottrell

P

reviously contractors may have been used by principals
in an attempt to transfer health and safety risk: “not my
employee and not my problem”. However OHS legislation in most states and territories and under the new
harmonised legislation means that principals effectively have
the same health and safety obligations to contractors as they do
to their own employees, but how far do these obligations extend.
There is no doubt that principals will be responsible for
contractor safety where they have direct control. However the
“expert” nature of contractors and the level of knowledge of a
principal about the work contractors do and the risks posed by
that work, may limit the obligations.

Contractors and case law
In Leighton Contractors Pty Ltd v Brian Allen Fox, Leighton
engaged Downview to pour concrete. Downview then engaged a
subcontractor. The work was of a specialist nature. A worker was
injured and brought proceedings against Downview and Leighton. The NSW District Court ordered damages of $472,562 against
Downview and Leighton, which appealed to the high Court.
The High Court upheld the Appeal and confirmed the common
law position established by Stevens and Brodribb Sawmilling Co Pty Ltd that the common law does
not impose a duty of care on principals
for independent contractors engaged
by them of the same kind which they
owe their employees. The High
Court confirmed that once “an
activity has been organised and
its operation is in the hands
of independent contractors,
liability for negligence by
them within the area of their
responsibility is not borne vicariously by the ‘principal
contractor’.”
The High Court
found that the
imposition

of a common law duty of care for an independent contractor,
involves an unwarranted extension of the liability of principals
for the negligent acts of other independent contractors engaged
by them.
In Kirk v WorkCover NSW, Kirk Holdings employed an experienced farm manager to manage a farm on its behalf. Mr Kirk, the
director of the company, did not have any experience in farming.
Palmer was riding an all terrain vehicle down the side of a hill off
road when it overturned, killing him. Kirk and the company were
charged for breaches of the NSW OHS Act. The NSW Industrial Relations Commission found Kirk and the company guilty and fined
them $11,000 and $110,000 respectively. Kirk and the company
appealed to the High Court.
In unanimously quashing both convictions the High Court
found that “it is absurd to have prosecuted the owner of a farm
and its principal on the ground that the principal failed to properly ensure the health, safety and welfare of his manager, who was
a man of optimum skill and experience – skill and experience
much greater than his own”.
These comments reinforce the view that where expert contractors or employees are engaged to undertake work on behalf of
an principal who does not have those skills and experience the
obligations of the principal for the safety of contractors are likely
to be more limited.
In Fortescue Metals, Fortescue engaged a contractor to erect
dongers at one of its camps. During cyclone George several
dongers came adrift, killing two people. The WA Magistrates
Court dismissed charges against Fortescue Metals after finding
it had justifiably relied on an “expert” contractor to ensure the
safety of a construction camp. WorkSafe WA is appealing the
decision.

The implications
These decisions indicate that where a contractor is of an expert
nature and a principal has little knowledge of the work they do,
the hazards posed or control over the work obligations under
OHS legislation and the common law may well be limited.
The cases show that the extent of a principal’s obligations for
contractor safety must be considered in terms of:
1. What is the nature of contracted service being provided and
2. Under what terms a contractor is being engaged
When engaging expert contractors, principals must satisfy
themselves that:
1. The task the contractor has been engaged to perform falls
within the contractor’s area of expertise, and
2. The task reasonably appears to the principal to have been
carefully and safely performed by the contractor.

Case law and principals
In Stevens v Brodribb Sawmilling Co Pty Ltd the High Court
explained that if an entrepreneur engages independent contractors to do work that might as readily be done by employees, in
circumstances in which there is a risk to them of injury arising
from the nature of the work and where there is a need for direction and coordination of the various activities being undertaken,
the entrepreneur has a duty to prescribe a safe system of work.
In contrast, in Leighton the High Court confirmed that once
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“an activity has been organised and its operation is in the
hands of independent contractors, liability for negligence by
them within the area of their responsibility is not borne vicariously by the ‘principal contractor’.”
In cases where liability for contractor safety has been attributed to principal contractors it is clear that the contractor was
either performing work over which the principal had control or
the risks arose from the undertaking of the principal.
For example in Inspector James v Roads and Traffic Authority of New South Wales the principal was held liable for
a contractor’s death when he was hit by mobile plant. In C&J
Carpentry both the principal and contractor were held liable
for an employee who fell through a void in the floor of a house
being constructed. In lvariy Pty Ltd trading as Craftsman Homes
v Sijuk the principal was held liable when a contract cleaner fell
through inadequate scaffolding.
These cases confirm that the principal retains control of the
site and must manage site related risks and retains liability for
risks associated with the work the principal is undertaking. They
do not, however, provide support for the position that principals will be held liable for any injury to contractors, particularly
expert contractors and injuries arising from risks associated
with that expert work.
In light of the Kirk, Leighton and Fortescue Metals cases, it is

arguable that principals may (having confirmed a contractor’s
qualification to undertake work, inducted them onto the principal’s site, including providing information about site safety risks
and their management) have as a defence that the particular
nature of the contractual relationship provides for reasonable
reliance on the contractor to manage safety in respect of the
specialist work they are undertaking.
Sue Bottrell is a lawyer at Piper Alderman, director of Simple
OHS Solutions and committee member of the Victorian division
of the Safety Institute of Australia

MANAGING CONTRACTORS: STEP-BY-STEP
Understanding OHS
obligations to contractors
requires a more sophisticated
approach to interpreting and
applying the case law and not
just applying a one-size-fitsall approach and the following
steps when engaging will
provide clarity in respect of
engaging contractors:

• Clearly define the tasks a
contractor is being engaged
to undertake
• Determine if the contractor’s
work is expert work over
which the principal has little
knowledge or control.
• Identify how the contractor’s
expertise will be confirmed
e.g. evidence of licensing,
accreditation

• Clearly assign
responsibilities for expert
work and risk management
in contracts
• Identify hazards associated
with elements of the work
controlled by the principal
and implement risk controls,
including contractors.

KBA Training Centre
– Your One-Stop Training Provider

KBAT is the leading NEBOSH/ IOSH accredited training provider
in the Asia Pacific region, offering specifically tailored courses
such as NEBOSH/IOSH/IMCA for the offshore/onshore industry.

HeAlTH & SAfeTY TrAininG COurSeS
•
•

NEBOSH Health and Safety at Work Qualification
NEBOSH Int’l Technical Certificate in Oil & Gas Operational
Safety on the 01-05 Aug and 21-25 Nov (Perth, Australia)
• NEBOSH Int’l General Certificate in Occupational Safety and
Health on the 03-15 Oct (Perth, Australia)
• NEBOSH Int’l Diploma in Occupational Safety & Health
• IOSH Managing Safely/ IOSH Directing Safely/ IOSH
Accident Investigation
• KELVIN TOP-SET® 1-Day Investigator Course and 3-Day
Senior Investigator course
Available in various Modes of Study: Full Time, Distance, Blended
and E-learning (Designed to suit the busy schedule of professionals)

KBAT AdvAnTAGe
With our team of full-time NEBOSH/IOSH accredited trainers, your studies are fully
supported with their experience and expertise. Our results speak for us!
“The instructor was friendly and put the class at ease when I did
the Diploma – Distance learning. I had a good response if I had a
question and all explanations were clear.” Joe Summers
KBAT offers Bespoke training to meet client requirements and
the courses can be presented as an in-company package, or at
your preferred location.
Contact us to find out more about
our services and training courses,
Tel: +65 6542 4984 or
Email: safetyadmin1@kbassociates.org

www.kbatraining.org
KB Associates Group of Companies
KBA Training Centre Pte Ltd • KBA Marine Services Pte Ltd • KBA Engineering Pte Ltd • KB Access Pte Ltd • KB Associates (Europe) Ltd
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Streamlining
systems
OHS professionals need to take a carefully
considered approach in helping their
organisation get the most out an OHS
management system, writes Craig Donaldson

A

recent survey found that while almost 90 per cent
of OHS managers believe safety is of critical or
high importance to their organisation, more than a
quarter still use manual and paper-based processes
to manage their OHS strategy.
“Every year, OHS managers are being asked to do more in
line with organisational aims to improve productivity and enhance competitiveness and sustainability,” said Moshe Woods,
sales director – Salvus, ComOps, which conducted the survey.
“It’s clear that organisations which have integrated safety
and risk management systems on board will have the capacity
to handle ongoing legislative challenges and the management
of an increasingly mobile and flexible workplace environment.”

OHS management system benefits
In addition to the above, there are a number of other benefits
associated with OHS management systems. “By simplifying a
management system, you immediately increase the likelihood
that the system will actually be used,” says Tim Johnson, managing director of Rapid Global, formerly Rapid Induct.
“For example if your incident reporting system is paper
based, requires multiple copies, and is managed by multiple
stakeholders, incidents are less likely to be reported. By simplifying the process, more, if not all, incidents are recorded.”
By tracking results through reports, which all good OHS
management systems will do, there is a constant and up-todate flow of relevant information that can be acted upon. In this
example, Johnson says the OHS manager has real data that can
be used to more effectively improve safety.
“All of this, in the end, provides the information needed for
companies to more easily meet compliance,” he says.
Technological developments are also improving the benefits
of OHS management systems. There is a growing and seemingly
inevitable trend towards creating cloud-system software, Johnson adds. “The simple fact that online systems can eliminate
in-house IT issues, no matter how complicated the software,
make online technology very appealing to OHS managers,” he
says. “Basically, people are looking for simplicity of use without
compromising on the complexity required to effectively manage
the demands of workplace safety.”
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Common challenges
Dedicated leadership is essential in the successful implementation and daily use of an OHS management system, and Johnson
says that any system, no matter how self-sufficient or simple to
use, is only as good as the people using it. “While OHS managers need to be looking for systems that make their jobs easier
and more effective, they need to be conscious of this leadership requirement. Better systems do not negate involvement or
responsibility,” he says.
Likewise, OHS professionals should be looking for a two-way
partnership from their system providers. Training, availability
and knowledge should be expected, and even if IT issues are
minimised, Johnson says OHS managers should expect their
system providers to understand and value the end result –
workplace safety.
Another common pitfall is to build systems in-house, he
asserts. “While this is tempting for larger companies that have
their own in-house developers, it often takes a long time,
can end up costing a lot more and invariably the new system
is based on the old system,” says Johnson. “Improving OHS
systems has to be more than simply digitising the existing
paper-based system.”

Getting the most out of a system
Executives and IT professionals look for very different things
when it comes to OHS management systems. At a base level,
Johnson says executives are interested in three questions:

MAKING THE MOST
OF OHS SYSTEMS
One trend in OHS management
systems is around facilitating
employees to act safely in the
workplace, says Paul Brabender,
lead facilitator OHS, SAI Global.
“Making it easier to follow
instructions and comply with
legislation can help to ensure
employee compliance,” he says.
The most common challenges
associated with OHS management
systems are deeply entrenched work
practices, conflict between safety
and production and management
buy-in, says Brabender, who notes
that safety should be built into the
business.
He advises OHS professionals
to appreciate the constraints of
the business and be aware of how
the business operates in order
to successfully integrate an OHS
management system. “Set SMART
goals and view OHS as a value add
to the business, rather than an
overhead,” he advises.

“What does it cost?” “What is the expected ROI?” and “Exactly
how will it improve safety/production/shareholder satisfaction?” while IT will ask: “Will it integrate with our existing
systems” and “What will it mean to our workload?”
“Of course it’s a bit more complex than that, but basically the key is to understand the concerns and needs of each
individual you’ll need to convince – and to know how the new
system will meet them. The main thing to remember is that noone is likely to have as strong an understanding of the benefits
as you do,” says Johnson.
As such, he advises OHS professionals to know and use their
systems. It comes down to the simple idea of “you get out if it
what you put into it”.
“Make sure you understand the extent of your system’s capabilities as well. Use it to its full potential. Many OHS managers will use a system only for what they need it for. To compete
in today’s market, systems often have a host of additional
features that are geared to deal with real industry issues. So
make sure you ask a lot of questions, you may find some hidden
treasures,” he says.
Finally, Johnson recommends challenging your system. “Is it
doing everything you need it to? Can you see a way to improve
it? Work with your providers or IT department on improving
capabilities.” OHS professionals are at the frontlines of workplace safety and should be actively involved in improving OHS
management systems.
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Burning questions
When it comes to safety, ethics and organisational justice –
never stop questioning, urges Professor Sidney Dekker

I

n April, Professor Sidney Dekker delivered
the annual Dr Eric Wigglesworth AM Memorial
Lecture on “Safety, ethics and organisational
justice – Are we victims of our own success?” in
Melbourne.
Over the course of his lecture, Professor Dekker
took us on a journey. He questioned our decisionmaking, the basis of our ethics and how we develop
our view of the world. He asked how our perspectives on responsibility and justice were formed,
what constitutes success in safety practice and why
should we be asking these questions. In his words,
“Never stop questioning”.
Using an animated technique, Professor Dekker
began by citing the example of a small child, so
neglected that she died even while under the care of
a government authority. Community outrage ensued:
“we need to do something!”
Two weeks after her death, a second social
worker who had monitored the child and the family
situation was charged for failing to protect the
little girl.
Professor Dekker examined the varied perspectives that influenced the decision-making by those
involved, the outcomes achieved and the consequences of those actions.
If one takes the ethical view of “Is that the right
thing to do?”, this may change depending on how
you look at things. It may be linked to the duty ethic
of “Don’t get your kid killed!” which was Professor
Dekker’s succinct summary. He also proposed the
utilitarian view: “What is the best outcome for the
most people?”
Then there are the ethics of consequence. Professor Dekker asked the question: “We as a society
have constructed a bad situation. Is it the worker or
the situation at fault?” Our choice will dramatically
alter our perspective, and he asked who is responsible or, more importantly, what is responsible.
In looking at the structure in a critical safety situation, he suggested that we need to have this “constant conversation” in organisations that should be
non-punitive, protected and voluntary.
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“We as a
society have
constructed a
bad situation.
Is it the worker
or the situation
at fault?”

Each of these aspects has its own requirements
to achieve success.
To be non-punitive, he said to separate an incident/situation review from a performance review,
establish confidential rather than anonymous
reporting and provide feedback to the reporter.
Voluntary reporting assists in reducing manipulation
of the situation for individual reasons.
Professor Dekker then posed the question: “Organisational justice – how do you arrive at it?”
It is not the outcome, he said, but the process by
which the decision is made – as well as who is involved in arriving at that decision. He said some organisations have a simple card to outline this process to stakeholders. So, “does organisational justice
equal power?” asked Professor Dekker. “W.W.W.D?”

event wrap-up
he mulled... “What Would Wigglesworth Do?”
As a long-standing safety activist, Dr Wigglesworth
is spoken of as someone who continued to ask questions: “What contribution do you have to show for your
efforts?”, “Why don’t we have formal education in this
stuff?”, “How can we keep a discussion of risk alive?”
We can do this by teaching people how to think critically and “not just to know”, said Professor Dekker.
But people need courage to ask and to think, he
added, quoting Aristotle’s hierarchy of learning: there is
a need for technical knowledge, social wisdom, intellectual wisdom and virtue/duty ethics. The last is the most
difficult to teach, but Professor Dekker set out a number
of approaches to the audience:
Cognitive: be free of denial – “Don’t cheerlead from
the past”
Strategic: develop alternatives
Political: “Divert resources into meaningful ways for
the future”
In closing, he asked us to never stop questioning –
“and don’t believe a word of what I just said”.

“ What contribution do you have to show for your efforts?”,
“Why don’t we have formal education in this stuff?”

For photos and a highlights video of the 2011 Dr Eric Wigglesworth AM Memorial Lecture, visit www.wigglesworth.org.au.
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Challenge,
explore,
inspire
The theme for this year’s Safety
in Action conference was
Challenge, Explore, Inspire
– and it did not fail to deliver.

Day 1

I

t is never acceptable to fail due to the lack of preparation,”
said Nick Farr, mountaineer, owner of Trek, Climb, Ski and
opening breakfast speaker. “The mountain is very much a
process. It’s not a mountain where you can simply climb
from base camp to camp 1 to camp 2 to camp 3 and so on to the
top.” It is a process and a journey – similar to safety.
The standing ovation he received at the Sydney conference
came again in Melbourne for Darren Flanagan, ‘The Gun’ behind
the Beaconsfield mine rescue and day 1 keynote speaker. It was
a raw and emotional account from a man who would rather not
be named a hero, but was jointly responsible for the trapped
miners walking out alive.
Providing delegates with the ‘true’ story from Beaconsfield,
he closed out his presentation by providing the audience with
this takeaway; if people won’t do safety because it’s the right
thing to do then do it for your kids and your family. Start reminding people what’s at stake.
Safety leadership was on the minds of the panel during the
Business Leader’s stream. “It has to be believed to happen”,
said Angela Seidel, chief risk officer of Goodman Fielder, while
Paul Cutrone, partner, Sparke Helmore, said leaders who are
open to criticism along the journey and prepared to implement
improvement strategies are what set good organisations apart.
Chris Sutherland, managing director of Programmed Group, said
that despite how well an employee knows their job and despite
how long they have been in their role, safety should be approached as new, each and every day. “It’s a journey and takes
time”, he said.
Spreading the think safe, play safe message, Preparing
Youth for the Workforce kicked off with a presentation from
the KIDS Foundation and panel discussion with four Year 11
students coming to grips with the challenges faced by a young
person making the transition from school into the workplace.
Touching on their own experiences, all agreed that employers
should be exploring the opportunity to develop mentor or buddy
programs to help young people make the transition from school,
into casual or part-time work and onto full-time employment.

“

Day 2
After an impressive day 1, Professor Niki Ellis, CEO, Institute
for Safety Compensation & Recovery Research opened day 2
by challenging traditional OHS models, leaving many asking
the question, what’s in store for the future? A packed day saw
a full program of presentations across four streams including
Contemporary Matters, Applied Innovation, OHS Professional as
a Researcher, and International Trends – all providing delegates
with useful takeaways.
Professor Ellis believes that the future will see less government domination and the development of partnerships between
business and government to drive change in OHS.
“If we are going to meet the needs of the future of OHS we
are going to have to look at different models”, she said.
Health, for example, will become a more prominent aspect of
OHS in the future. “How well are our systems set up for health
rather than injury; is it ‘fit for purpose’?” she asked.
“A traditional OHS model sees the workplace and separates
out the work related issues with the non work related issues.”

It’s not a mountain
where you can
simply climb from
base camp to camp
1 to camp 2 to
camp 3 and so on
to the top.”
Nick Farr, mountaineer,
owner of Trek, Climb, Ski

Day 3
If there was a session not to be missed on day 3 of this year’s
Safety in Action it would have to have been the last session of
the day Lessons Learned – Panel discussion. And the question
posed by all three speakers; Andrew Hopkins (BP Oil Spill);
Jane Cutler (Montara); and Martin Dolan (Airbus A380 Engine
Failure), was: why do we continue to see these types of disasters
of a similar nature, why are we not learning from the lessons of
others?
This followed a day that included a Keynote presentation
from Ian Forsyth, Deputy Chief WorkSafe Victoria, and streams
including ‘How to motivate for safety,’ ‘Low risk doesn’t mean no
risk,’ and ‘Capability coaching – coaching the safety professional.’
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Following the Gulf of Mexico oil spill, journalists scrutinised
heavily the BP operation, referring to it as reckless operation.
According to Andrew Hopkins, Professor of Sociology, Australian national university, these types of statements are selfserving and if other disasters (such as Shell and, exxon Mobil)
are scrutinised he said you find the same thing.
Giving an insider’s perspective of the Gulf of Mexico disaster, Hopkins detailed the many selected failures and focused
on the complacency of engineers who didn’t feel there was
any risk, despite the numerous tests conducted which showed
signs there was something wrong.
“It couldn’t happen here”, said jane Cutler, CeO, nOPSA, as
she described the disappointment that lessons are not being
learned because similar types of disasters keep occurring.
Talking in reference to the Montara oil spill of the coast of
Australia, she said a lack of knowledge and leadership from a
senior level and a common theme of poor systems and process
is perhaps a result of industry culture. “We must never forget
that we work in a high hazard industry and must never forget to
be afraid,” she said.
Martin Dolan, CeO, Australian Transport Safety Bureau,
added that there are always more lessons to be learned. This
is just one of the six key lessons learnt from the Airbus A380
engine failure. It is important to note that “there were positive
lessons also and it’s important not to forget these, such as a
safe landing,” he said.
This wraps up this year’s conference, and while there were
many insightful, interesting and informative presentations, a
full wrap-up of each day can be found on the Safety in Action
website www.sia.org.au/safetyinaction providing you with a
sample of the calibre of this year’s conference.
For those of you who were not able to make it, we hope to
see you at the upcoming Queensland Safety Conference 2011
from 21 to 23 june 2011 held at the Brisbane Convention &
exhibition Centre.

In addition to providing delegates with inspirational stories from the likes of nick
Farr (opening breakfast) and Darren Flanagan (keynote) attendees heard from
business leaders and learned about strategies for understanding younger workers

QueenSlAnD SAFeTy COnFerenCe PrevIeW – HeAlTH & SAFeTy: THe nexT STePS
If you had to answer in a single sentence,
“what is the biggest challenge facing the
OHS professional going forward?” what
would it be?
Speaking ahead of the Queensland
Safety Conference from 21 to 23 June 2011,
Andrew Douglas, principal, Macpherson
+ Kelley Lawyers, asked guest speakers
Professor Niki Ellis, CEO, ISCRR, Dr Steve
Cowley, executive editor, SIA Publications,
Clarke Martin, chair, HaSPA, and Aaron
Neilson, national manager, recruitment &
search, SafeSearch, about the future
of OHS.
The focus of the discussion was
centered on underlying shifts in
the profession, certification of OHS
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professionals; what’s required; and
meeting the demands of industry.
Professor Ellis said we need to be
looking at a model other than what we
have now, and look beyond the next three
years.
Martin said the need for accredited
certification is clear. Students need a solid
skills base in addition to leadership and
communications skills, but how do we
bring this standard into place?
Dr Steve Cowley did not believe it is
up to the educational institutions to teach
communications and leadership skills.
Aaron Neilson, as an OHS recruiter, said
industry is demanding these skills, and
the profession demanding professionals

look to a future model, but it is difficult to
talk to a candidate about looking beyond a
three-year strategic plan.
So where to from here? Andrew
Douglas, Professor Niki Ellis, Clarke
Martin, Dr Steve Cowley and Aaron Neilson
are among speakers at the upcoming
Queensland Safety Conference from
21-23 June at the Brisbane Convention &
Exhibition Centre.
Registrations are now open. Visit www.
sia.org.au/qldsafetyconference for details.
A video of the above conversation
is available via www.sia.org.au/
qldsafetyconference or the sianational
YouTube channel.

